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Abstract: Businesses organize according to environmental conditions and they are structuring according to their country, sector and culture. There are some differences between the sectors like segmentation of jobs, determination of powers, creation of business teams and management levels to design. Therefore, each management organizes with its special structure. According to managements, the most efficient and effective working area is that structure allows to specialize their personals. The structure which, is both compatible with the environment and allowing for development of employees, consolidates position of enterprises in the sector. It is important that compliance with environmental, environmental innovations, transfer to their business processes and specialization of employees in the business unit, adopting innovations and learning study for supremacy in the sector of their business. Businesses must focus on business section for a structure that allows to the specialization of employees. Business structure is divided into two business segmentation for specialization of employees in the literature. When targeting specialization, employees of the business units are divided into very small units, according to some academics, combining of business and specialization of employees aims in the businesses. Simplification of business units as small and narrow or combining of jobs, enrichment of jobs, improving of jobs relate structuring of business. The mechanics of the business structure depends on business units subdivide and detailed descriptions. All these mean that business units show elastic defines organically. For this reason, the possibility of specialization depends on settlement within the business.

This study connects specialization and business units. “How does specialization ensure?” “Should business-unit area be large or not?” “Is there any optimum point for the business is of specialization?” “Is there any impact of the business structure on the specialization?” The study seeks answer to the above mentioned questions. This research is done on business in the Mediterranean region of Turkey.
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